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Maze : Read about Bader For questions 1-10 Choose the correct answer: 

Badr would often go camping with his family  in the family in the desert .He liked to 

walk alone in the desert .He Looked- look – was looking at the stars in the sky and 

enjoyed the noises of the night. 

One day , he walking- walk –was walking )along a sandy trail when he hear ( any – some 

–a little - ) animals  move in the bushes. He Knew it was dangerous  to leave the path 

,but he had to see what they were ( What – Where – While )Bader was chasing them, 

the animals ( moving – moved – were moving ) from bush to bush .Then they ( 

disappeared – disappearing – disappear) - 

Bader looked around .He realized that he was lost and soon –it became night .He felt 

very worried .He was hungry but didn’t have (  any –many –some) food He was thirsty 

and wanted ( any –some –a lot ) water .While he was thinking about what to do ,he ( 

hear – was hearing – heard)his father calling his name . 

Bader (felt –feels –feeling)very happy to see his father and gave him a big hug .His dad 

told him never leave the path again. 

 



 

 

 
 
 

Read the text then answer the questions: 

Hydroponics 

Hydroponics is a farming technique which is useful in areas where there is little, or no soil, 

or where water is scarce. As they are not grown in soil, the crops need food from other 

sources, so they are grown in tanks or trays of nutrient-rich liquid. This is made by dissolving 

essential things plants need, such as nitrogen, in water. 

 

One advantage of this type of farming is that it uses a lot less water than traditional outdoor 

farming, as the water doesn’t drain away into the ground. This is particularly important in 
dry areas of the world where water management has to be carefully controlled. Another 

advantage is that farmers can grow the plants in racks one above the other. This means 

crops can be grown in a smaller area. Farmers in desert regions are increasingly turning to 

hydroponics as the most economical way of producing plants on a commercial scale. 

 

There are some disadvantages though to hydroponics. One is that the start-up costs can be 

very expensive because of the equipment needed to set it up. Also, a hydroponics system 

needs electricity to run. This has two risks - having an electrical system with so much water 

can be a safety risk. Also, if there is a power cut, the whole system for the hydroponics also 

cannot run. 

 

1-What is the main purpose of the text? 

to describe positive and negative aspects of hydroponics 

to explain what food hydroponics is good for 

to make predictions about the future use of hydroponics 

 

2- .Which of these things does hydroponics NOT need? 

water 

soil 

nitrogen 

3.Overall, the second paragraph shows why hydroponics is good for _______. 

large outdoor places 

countries with no water management 

places with not much rain 

4-There are some dangers to hydroponics because of _______. 

the need for electricity 

the costs for the water 

the poor quality equipment used 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 

Revision sheet Grade 9 Ad Unit 1( family) 

 

Name:…………………                                        Date:………………………       

. Complete the words from the text  

 

 

Hi, My name is Ali When I was young I used to live in a small house .In 

the past I lived with my……….. family. I lived with my parents, 

grandparents and my uncles –My family is   …………. because we love 

and   care about each other. We lived together as a big family At 

mealtime, we eat together. We always gather together.  My  sister  is 

………………………… she will marry next month and will live in 
an……………...My aunt  visit us every weekend  and I play with my 
cousins . I spend a nice time with my family. We ………….. visit each 

other. And made special meals together, 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1-I spend my ………………………… with my grandpa in Dubai. 

A) port       B) childhood             C) traffic 

2- There wasn’t any ………..because people did not have cars. 

A) port       B) childhood             C) traffic 

3- The streets were not …………at midnight.  

A) Crowded     B) childhood             C) traffic 

4- My cousin is ………………………… He is 16 years old. 

A)     B) child          C) adult   C) teenager 

5-I would like to go to the …………to see the ships. 

A) market    B) museum        C) port 

6- In the past, people used to cook simple …………meals  

A) crowded     B) complex          C) traditional  

Engaged / close –Knit/ - extended/ - Apartment /used to  



 

 

 

 

7- My grandpa took his first boat in the sea when he was 16.It 

was a big … 

A) free time                            B) responsibility           C) traffic 

8- I am looking forward to  ……………………………… 

A) go away                            B) going away                   C) goes away   

 

 

    C -Choose the correct answer:   

 1- In the past people used to ……………..in a big houses.`  

                    A) lived         B) live              C) living 

   2-   They did not …………..go to restaurants. 

            A) use         B) used               C) using                  

   3- ……………….. my parents can speak English well. 

          A) Both of       B) Both        C) and 

4- ……………….. us want to be a teacher when we grow up.      

A) Both of       B) Both        C) and 

5- ……………….. them were fishermen. They sailed in the Arabian Gulf. 

A) Both of       B) Both        C) Nor   

6-You have been reading this book since ………….. 
A) two hours       B) 8 o’clock        C) ago 

7- I have been living in this place ………………….three years. 
A) since           B) for        C) at   

8- She has been learning to drive ………………..she was 18 years old. 
A) since            B) for                 C) at 

9-They …………..     French for two years. 

A) has been studied       B) have been studied       C) have been 

studying  

10 –When I was young, I …………………  a lot of free time. 
A) used to have       B) use to have       C) used to having 



 

 

 
 

 

Write an essay about life in the past in the UAE: 

Describe the family life there/ houses/ transport / job 

Use the past tense :used to -didn’t use to – There was –There were  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



 

 

 
 

Worksheet Grade 9 Ad Unit 1( family) 

Name:…………………                                        Date:………………………       

. Choosr the correct word:  

1-In the UAE in every ………………….. we made special food . 

A) celebration          B) childhood             C) traffic 

2- Alharees is popular and…………………… food in the UAE. 

A) recent             B) traditional          C) unknown 

3At the weekend, some families have special ………………..together  

A) meals              B) fans                         C) work 

4- The ……………..is a natural disaster that shakes the ground. 

A)  Earthquake           b) hurricane             C) flood  

5-My father is a big …………… to the National team. 

A)    a) neighbor              b) port             c-fan 

6- A lot of people use to cook ………meals nowadays. They 

learned them from parents. 

A) recent                 B) modem              C) traditional  

7-………are the beliefs and the way of life that passed from 

generations to generations. 

A)  Traffic                         B) Traditions                    C) Childhood 

8-The doctor has ………sometimes at night and sometimes in the day. 
C)    work shift      B-team fan                 C) hobby  

9- My father is a ………………..of import and export company. 
A) pearl diver                         B) pilot                           C) manager 

10- I have an ……………………….with the doctor. 
A) celebration      B) an appointment                       C) tradition 

11- The National Day is in of the most important ………….. in the UAE 

 

  A) celebrations      B) an appointment                      C) generations 

 



 

 

 

 

12- My teacher always ………………… me to improve my skills. 

A) encourages          B) punishes                                      C) sends 

11- In special …………….., we gather together in  our grandfather’s 
house. 

  A) team                    B) occasions                                 C) generations 

13-we celebrated my cousin’s …………… last month. She got married.  

A) graduation          B) National Day                                C-wedding 

14-we celebrated my sister’s ………………. last week.  She finished  her 

education from collage. 

A) graduations               B) National Day                     C-wedding 

15- My mother works for a long time so she hired a …………… to clean 
the house. 

A) nurse                  B) manager                                    C-housemaid  
16 –I have two brothers and two sisters, so I have four …… 

A) siblings                     B-housemaid                                C-neighbours 

 

Write A short paragraph about  a celebration in the UAE. 

 

………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………… 

 



 

 

 

 

Worksheet Grade 9 Ad Unit 1( family relationships)   Grammar 

Name:…………………                                        Date:………………………       

 

 

 

 

The present perfect Continuous 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-

I was born ____ the 19th of July 

 

2-I started working …………………………….7o’clock. 

 

3-They visited me ____ Sunday. 

 

4-She gets up early ____ the morning. 

 

5- My football game is ____ Tuesday. 

 

6-Schools ends ……… summer. 

 

7-They come back late ……………..night. 

 

8- He was born ………………… 2005. 

 

9-Tom will come back …………….the evening. 

 

10-I got many presents ………………..my birthday. 

 

11-They come back late ……………..night. 

12-I meet my friend __ six o'clock. 

 

T :Manal Ramadan                        Principal:Mr.Abdel.Aziz Suleiman 

Prepositions of time 



 

 

 

 

Worksheet Grade 9 Ad Unit 2( Technology)L1-4 

Name:…………………                                        Date:………………………      

 Choose the correct answer: 

1-Facebook, goggles, and Apple are the largest …… company in the 

world. 

A) Technology          B) transport                      C) traffic 

2-Nowadays people in the UAE are  …………….. they are good at using 
technology. 

A) A)nervous         B) traditional     C)tech -savvy  

3- There is a big ……………. Where we see a lot of the latest technology 

A) race              B)  exhibition                       C) games 

4- I visited the  ……. And I saw many things about the history of the 

UAE. 

A) stadium      b) cinema             C) museum 

 

5-Many ……………………………prefer online shopping. 

   A) Consumers              B) great - grandparents               C) ancestors 

 

6-There is a ……………….where goods and products are cheap. 

A) Celebration              B) bargain           C) competition 

 

7-The owner of the shop is …………………………….. 

A)  retailer                        B) consumer                C) shopper 

8-The ………………..is becoming bigger in the UAE. 
A) traditional               B)  e –commerce                        C) history 

10- Many shoppers use their ……...to buy things 

 
I want to …………………. before to decide what I buy. 
 Shop around       B- pick up     c) sold out 



 

 

 
 

2-There is a sales. Let’s buy before things ……………………  
A)  pick up                   B)shop around    C) sold out 

 

3- I am going to pick it   ………….. from the shop this afternoon. 
A)  up                      B) on                     C-at 

 

A)  cameras   B) cars                C) smartphones 

11- …………………..are electronic   devices like tablets and smartphones. 
  A) Gadgets          B) Bargain                  C) Games 

 

12-Many people prefer to pay using   ………………… on line  
A) cash             B)  electronic  payment                        C) exchange 

 

13- ……………. is the electronic trade or commercial. 
A) in store  B)  shopping from the mall                        C) E –commerce 

 

14 –Online shopping are fast , cheap and ………………………….. 
A) expensive    B) convenient                        C) slow 

 

15- A person who purchases goods and products. 

A) accountant   B) consumer                       C) seller 

 

16- the state of being free from danger or threat 

A) security             B) disputes                        C) fight 

 

17-Suitable for one's needs; making life easier or more comfortable  is  …... 
A) convenient      B)   unfit                     C) traditional 

 

18-- agreement between two groups or people; something for sale at a price 

advantageous to the buyer is ………. 
 

A) Security                           B) bargain                        C) technology 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Write a paragraph about online shopping 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………….…………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 Technology e –commerce  -growing –tech savvy –consumers –retailer- smartphones – e- payment –
credit card-– save time.-  effort  -  



 

 

 

 
Worksheet Grade 9 Ad Unit 2 L(5-6) 

Name:…………………                                        Date:………………………  

 Read the text then answer the questions: 

• Driverless car is an example of developing technology in transport . You can see these 

vehicles in some cities like in London and Dubai. It will be sooner more  popular on the 

high way. Some people think that it is a good idea ,but other people don’t agree` with 

this opinion. 

• The driverless car  has many advantages . It is safer. Everything will completely 

automatic . so these cars stop accidents which have been done by human errors when 

they are tired or driving too quickly . Another advantage it helps old people and 

people with disabilities to move around .Moreover It saves time The person can do 

many things such as working ,surfing the net , using the phone 

• However some people don’t think that driverless car is  a good idea because it is risk 
.If technology stop working in the road , the result will be worse. Many people will be 

killed or injured 

• To sum up we can say that driverless cars has some good and bad effects  at the same 

time, in my opinion it is good idea because  it is safer and people will have different 

experience in their journey. 

 Choose the correct answer: 

1-What are a lot of cars accident caused by? 

A-Because too  many cars  

-Because drivers are tired or driving too quickly 

C-Because too many people 

2-Why do some people think driverless cars are dangerous 

A-Because they aren’t self-driving  

-If technology stops working in streets, a lot of people killed or injured. 

C-Because they need security code 

Driverless cars will be more popular in the future because……3- 

A-it is safer and automatic 

B- it helps to stop accidents  

c-both of them 

4- When people use driverless car, they will have different…………….  

A) career                         b) jobs                         C) experience 

5-The main idea of the text  

A-to discuss the pros and cons of driverless cars 

B-to encourage people to buy these cars  

C-to made an advert about driverless cars 



 

 

 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1-Driverless cars are safe because they stop accidents everything is… 
A) automatic            B) traditional                 C) old 

2-Humans make many …………when they are tired or driving too quickly. 

A) accidents            B) bargain           C) competition 

3-Drivieless cars are efficient for old people or people with ……… 

A)  retailer                        B) disabilities             C) abilities 
4-People with …………………….who have some health problems. 

A)  credit card                    B) disabilities             C) abilities 
5- People with disabilities become more ………. When they use driverless cars 

A) weak    B) nervous            C) independent 

6-Driveless cars are examples of technology in …………….. 
A) transport         B) bargain                  C) games 

7-Many accidents are caused by human’s …………………… 

A) experience           B) error                       C) skills 

8- Some people argue that driverless cars are not safe if technology stop working the 

…………….will be worse. 

A) in store  B)  consequences                        C) E –commerce 

8--The word consequences are ………………………………… 

A- Good results      b- bad results    c-  profits 

 

The future continuous tense 

Will be + v +ing 

1-We’ll be( live – living )in a new house next year. 

2- I‘ll be (catching – caught) the train at 4.30. 

3-Tomorrow, the sun (will be shining – be shining). 

4-we’ll be (packing – packed) our bags for our holiday this evening. 

5- My brother will be( watched – watching )TV tonight.  

6 In the future, people (will learning – will be learning) to drive on very different 

roads 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………….………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 Technology - -automatic -Convenient -  think – good idea – convenient – safe – avoid –accident-  - 

injured – old people – disabilities – save time. Drones –delivery – rescue – photos  



 

 

 

 

 

Worksheet Grade 9 Ad Unit 2( Technology)L 7-12 

Name:…………………                                        Date:………………………      

Write the best definition:: 

 

 
 
 
1-a special duty ……………………….. 

2-to move forward……………………………….. 

3- surely ……………………………………. 

4-speed of what you lave done……………………………. 

5-choice ………………………………… 

6- achievement………………………………… 

7- illness…………………………….. 

8-route connect between countries or cities………………………… 

9-to observe and make note………………………………….. 

10-To make something………………………………………………… 

Choose the correct definition: 

1-Someone who is trained to travel into outer space is …………….. 

A- astronaut                                    B-Archeology 

C- pilot D- trainer 

2- Type of software that can process information on its own without human intervention is  … 

A- amputate                                                  B-Artificial intelligence 

C- sailing D- economy 

3- A collection of stars, dust, and gas bound together by gravity is ……………………. 

A-galaxy                                                      B-Artificial intelligence 

C- space station                                         D-satellite 

4-Force that pulls objects toward each other is ………………………… 

A- bargain                                 B-Gravity 

C- speed                                   D- bow 

5- Activity or information between people or people and a computer 

A- amputate                                       B-interactive 

C-bargain                                     D- voyage 

 6-Voyage outside the Earth's atmosphere. 

A-space    travel                                    B-interactive 

C- galaxy                                                        D-planets 

-Advance-option- definitely- mission-pace- 

disease- progress -monitor – high way - manufacture 



 

 

 

 

7-a large artificial satellite on which people can live and work for long periods 

A- space station                                    B-interactive 

C -bargain                                             D- planet 

to gain or receive good results from something -8 

A- amputate                                       B-Archeology 

C-benefits D- Bargain 

9-close watch over a person, group, or area; supervision 
-A- Bionic                                                    B-bionic 

C-surveillance D- voyage 

 …………………….Having artificial body parts -4 

A-limbs                                                  B-bionic 

B-  amputate  D- Armour 

4-A piece of metal fastened to a door that allows it to open and close is ………..  
A- Limb                                               B- hinge 

C- specialist D- Armour 

5-Disease transferred from previous generation to the next is ……………. 

A- limb                                           B- Genetic disease 

C- specialist D- Armour 

6-Someone with special knowledge of a particular field……………….. 
A- limb                                               B- bionic 

C- specialist D- Armour 

7- ………………… are used to replace lost body parts. 

A- bionic   limbs                           B- Genetic disease 

C- amputate                                      D- Armour 

9-a doctor who performs operations 

A- Surgeon                           B- general doctor 

C scientist                                      D- dentist 

10- Evidence is ………………………. 
A- invention                                         B- proof 

C- specialist D- mechanical 

10Something new that has been made………………….. 
A- evidence                              B- proof 

C- invention D- tradition 

11- The word Mechanical…………………………….  
A- Manual                             B- made by hands 

C-made by machine D- Armour 

12- Possible to manage or control…………………………………… 

A- Controllable                           B- made by hands 

C-made by machine D- Amour 

 



 

 

 

 

13-Holding on tightly…………………………………. 
A-- Contrable                                        B- made by hands 

C-gripping D- Armour 

14-Prothetic – not real 

-   B- Artificial                                 B-traditional 

C-natural D- not real 

   15-Amputate 

A-  Cut off                            B- made by hands 

C-genetic D- Armour 

16-Someone Studies elements, atoms, and molecules. 

A- Cut off                                           B- made by hands 

C-chemist D- Amour 

17-Protecting and preserving natural resources and the environment 
A- conservation                            B- made by hands 

C-chemist D- Amour 

 

19- an arm, leg, or wing; a large tree branch 

A-   limbs                           B- evidence 

C-   proof                                 D- Amour 

 

20- Working or produced by machines or machinery 

A-  limbs                       B- Genetic disease 

C-   amour                                 D- manufactured 

 

The present  simple passive 

 

Choose the correct answer:  

1-More researches ( is needed – are needed –are need). 

2- Artificial limbs( is designing – are designed – are designed). 

3-Bionic legs  (are using – are used – is used) for walking. 

Write the sentences in the passive form 

1-Doctors invent  Artificial legs  

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
2- Students  use computers. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Revision sheet Grade 9 Ad Unit 3 Culture and tradition 

Name:………………………….                    Date: ……………………… 

1-Something that you get into, to go fishing in the water is_______. 

A- boat                                        B-swimsuit 

C- goggles                                 D- float 

  

2-A person that builds boats is known as a _______. 

A- seafarer                                      B-pearl 

C- mechanic                             D- boat builder 

 

3-The main body of a ship is called the_______. 

A- keel                                        B-stern 

C- hull                                    D- bow 

4-To direct a ship is to _____________. 

A- control                                  B-navigate 

C-hide D- ride 

 

5-The piece of material that catches the wind on boat is the ________. 

A- pearl                               B-plank 

C-mast                              D- sail 

 

6-In the past, people went diving for_________ in the UAE 

- pearls                                B-planks 

C-masts                          D- sails 

 

7-A person that sails or works on a shop is a ________. 

A- navigator                         B-mechanic 

c seafarer                              B-swimmer 

8-Ouds and flutes are ……………………….. 
A- sails                                  B-appliance 

c instrument                            B-machines 

9-Flute has eleven     ……………………….. 
A- sails                                  B-threads 

c strings                           B-bows 

10- Tambura is made of wooden bowl covered by animals ……………………. 
A- sail                                 B-threads 

c skin                          B-bows 



 

 

 

 

11- A group of people  live together in the same place. 

A-- tribe                                  B-team 

C-tourists                         B- sailors 

12-A strong building for protection 

A-tent                                  B-fort 

C-school                        B- ship 

13………………………….Has been a part of Emirati culture for generations 

A-silk                              B-embroidery 

c-instrument                                     D- tribe 

14-Abaya and Bisht are …………………….. or clothes worn by Emirati people 

A-garments                           B-folktale 

c- Instrument                       B-  forts15 

15……………………… is a traditional skill using wool not cotton or silk. 
A-garments                           B-folktale 

c- thread                                  D-  knitting 

16 -  …………………………….is much expensive than wool 

A string                                          B-Silk 

c- thread                                  D-  knitting 

17- In the past girls learned to …………………………clothes 
A sew                                      B-feed 

c-read                                D-  travel 

18- ……………….is a mark left on the skin after the injury. 
A scar                                     B-jockey 

c-whip                               D-  robot 

19- In the past girls learned to …………………………clothes 
A sew                                      B-feed 

c-read                                D-  travel 

20 –We really …………………………your hard work. 
A- Appreciate                    B-  advise 

B- Annoy                       c- stop 

21- He always work hard and never …………………… 
C- Appreciates                    B-  complains 

D- Annoys                      c- feeds 
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1-He has to study hard for the exam next week . a lot of ………………………… 

A- relaxation                                       B-pressure 

C-exercise                                 D- outdoor activities  

2-He has a lot of pressure .He feels ____. 

A-relaxed                                     B-happy 

C- anxious                            D- pleased 

3-Thinking and imagination that you are in a beautiful place is called…………… 

A- pressure                                    B-cycling 

C- exercise                                  D- visualization 

4-………………..  walking in the forest . 
A- Hiking                             B-jogging 

C-sailing                            D-  cycling 

Travelling in the sea is…………………._. 

A- Hiking                             B-jogging 

C-sailing                            D- cycling 

6-……………………….is an outdoor activity in the sea 

A- Hiking                             B-Jogging 

C-Surfing                           D-  Cycling 

7-When you drink plenty of water , your body is. 

A- hydrated                       B- anxious 

C-dehydrated                         D- cycling 

7-When you lose lot of water , your body is. 

A- hydrated                       B- anxious 

C-dehydrated                         D- cycling 

8- Water , milk and juice are ……………. 
A- fluids                                 B-meals 

c  sweets                                 B-diet 

9-Some people have  

A- When you drink plenty of water, you will be able to ……………… at work.                            
B- Play              B-sleep 

c concentrate                      B-travel 

10- Some people go …………………when they go underwater for having fun. 
A- scuba diving                                 B-cycling 

c –surfing                           B-snowboarding 
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Write an essay about the importance of exercising. How important is it 

to exercise? Include:  

the benefits of exercising  

 what are the best activities for keeping fit? Why?  

what happens if a person doesn’t exercise. Write 130 to 150 words 
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